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WHY DPH WORLD ? 

DPH World's commitment is to offer tailor-made
and bespoke travel recommendations to the most

curious and demanding travellers, creating and
delivering unique experiences in the most diverse,
breath-taking and culturally captivating parts of

Greece. From bringing you closer to the most
popular and iconic places, all the way to exploring

the most remote and untouched parts of the
country, we are one stop travel boutique for

anything you might ever need to live your Grecian
experience. Trigger your senses, mind and soul. All

our experiences are customised to meet your
requirements and expectations.

 
 Exclusivity, ownership, imagination and passion are

our core values with a true commitment to
authentism. 



FIND WHAT SUITS YOU 

ADVNATURE
ESCPLORATION

HISTORY
CULINARY

YACHTS & SAILING
PRIVATE SERVICES

HOTELS 
VILLAS
FAMILY 

TOUR BUTLER
WEDDIMOONS

EVENTS
ECO HOLIDAYS

RETREATS
ONCE IN A LIFETIME

CELEBRITY HOLIDAYS



ADVNATURE

ESCPLORATION

Create the most exciting holiday adventure, using the
perfect set; the natural and versatile landscape of
Greece.  A vast library of itineraries to explore from hiking
on the highest mountains, all the way to diving in the
deepest seas of the Mediterranean. Hike up to 2918
meters on Mt. Olympus, the home of the Twelve Gods in
Greek Mythology, rock climb to monasteries on vertical
rock pillars, once accessible only by frayed ropes, walk
through the southernmost tip of mainland Greece which
was once believed to be the entrance to Hades. Looking
for something less intense? Have a dive in Santorini's
active volcano's hot springs, paddle in crystal clear
waters, visit the valley where more than a million
butterflies live and step into a different planet by visiting
Volcanic Rocks, an alien landscape.
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Remember all the books you were reading in school? Now
you can bring them to life, in an exciting and adventurous
way, visiting the land where philosophy and sciences
originate from. Put your explorer hat on and find out where
mathematician Pythagoras was teaching his students by
visiting his cave or decode the Phaistos Disc, the famous
archaeological mystery that may be an ancient example of
movable type. Witness the 2000 - year old computer which
demonstrates remarkable engineering and mathematical
precision. Learn about the role of stars in ancient Greek
mythology by an astronomer and under the sky whilst
enjoying a Cretan-style traditional dinner. Witness the
Parthenon in Acropolis, the architectural wonder of the
ancient world.  
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HISTORY 

CULINARY 

Connect the present with the past through an interactive
historic journey in the ancient Greek civilisation. Discover the
hallucinogenic centre of the ancient world at the Oracle of
Delphi, explore the minotaur labyrinth at Knossos, and step into
the prehistoric legendary city built in 1600 BC. How about taking
a stroll and live like an Athenian for a moment in Agora, the
place where democracy was first practised and marketplace
was created?  Go back to the Bronze Age town which was said
to be the inspiration for Plato's Atlantis, visit the sanctuary of the
Great Gods and the oldest olive tree in Greece, dating 2,000
years back. If that's not enough, dance like an ancient Greek or
train like an athlete in the stadium where the Olympic Games
first took place in 1986. Follow the steps of Alexander the Great
and learn how one of the greatest empires of the ancient world
was created. Find out about the modern Greek history and
current lifestyle by spending time with a local, wandering
around the Athenian streets and learn what the graffiti on the
walls means for the city today.
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Greece is famous for its fresh and tasty organic
products. Allow us to recommend the most suitable
places for you to try unforgettable gastronomic
experiences. Learn how to cook like a local or just have a
dining experience overlooking the Acropolis. Taste the
wine Cretan monks are making in a 17th century - built
monastery. How about a wine tour in the footsteps of
Hercules in Nemea or even a walk through an endless
olive and orange grove to discover the secrets of
beekeepers and ouzo making? Pick your vegetables,
collect eggs, feed the goats for a real farm-to-table
experience, and have an truly authentic adventure in the
most breath-taking places of Greece.
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PRIVATE SERVICES 

YACHTS & SAILING

We look after you from the moment you set foot on Greek
land, including any transfers needed. Out private jet and
transfer suppliers have been carefully selected to ensure
safety, comfort as well as flexibility and adjustability to your
itinerary. Feel like home by allowing us to create a team of
experts whilst you are on holiday to guarantee a hassle-free
experience. We provide chefs, maids, butlers, drivers, security,  
nannies, fitness instructors and many more. Hire a chef to
make you breakfast anytime in the morning, to a DJ for a
party in the evening. Most of the city services in the popular
destinations of Greece are available and can create a
memorable stay for you as you have always dreamed it.
 

Truly, there is no better way to experience Greece than nautical
travelling. You are always by the water and the great sense of
freedom resonates in any itinerary you choose to have; there
is complete flexibility on what to do, where to go, where to stop.
The salty breeze and the deep blue of the sea will stay with
you forever. From hiring a luxury yacht or sailing boat for the
whole duration of your holiday, to just experiencing life on the
water for a day, we work with experienced suppliers and
captains in every costal destination of Greece who can offer
the best option for you.   Explore the untouched side of the
islands, swim in remote beaches, go snorkelling, look the
sunset in the eyes, have amazing BBQ's on the boat with the
catch of the day fished by your captain. With complete privacy
and exclusivity, your only companions will be amazing
landscapes and endless sunsets. 
Out captains are experienced and will create a memorable
trip for you according to how you feel like on the day and the
weather conditions. To ensure safety and comfort, we only use
the latest luxury vessels.
 



LUXURY

HOTELS

 VILLAS 

This year have your own villa with complete privacy and
exclusivity. All the villas we recommend have been approved
by our team to ensure comfort and accessibility. We also
provide all extra services required for you so you will not have
to worry about anything apart from catching the sunset from
your terrace. There is a great collection of villas in Greece and
we can scale up or down according to your requirements. You
have a fantastic choice in terms of location, room
configuration and accessibility. There are also many remote
villas available which will allow you to have a completely
private holiday. That also means, you have the freedom to
create a home away from home if you wish. Most of the villas
now include complimentary concierge services and daily
maid service. Last but not least, sometimes, villas work out to
be more cost-effective specially if you have a larger group. 

Greece offers a stunning selection of luxury hotels with
premium facilities to meet your requirements. From
international hotel brands to local sustainable hotels, our
portfolio of accommodation partners consists an
impressive variety and selection. We genuinely believe
that hotel services are part of your holiday and
memories, so we will only suggest hotels we feel
confident that will meet your standards and enhance
your experience.  
From a king room, to astonishing suites and villas in
hotels, we never say no to any request. We also ensure
to match your budget and secure the best available
price at the time of the booking. Tell us exactly your
dream location and hotel, and we will make it happen. 
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FAMILY 

 TOUR BUTLER 

Multigenerational holidays are becoming increasingly
popular and what better place to  organise  one than in
Greece, where a multitude of family businesses are still
actively part of the tradition and culture. We create a
completely bespoke  itinerary, taking  into consideration all
different elements that can make a family holiday
memorable and truly bonding. Diving in the generous library
of activities DPH World has created, allow us to take care of
everything, from beginning to end and your family photo
album will be full by the end of this journey. 
We provide 24/7 support  throughout  your stay, so you can
maximise  time with your family and not to worry about a
thing.  

DPH World now offers an adjustable and exclusive service, in
order to provide complete flexibility and freedom to the travellers.
We create multi-day bespoke itineraries that can be customised
according to their wishes, mood and physical ability on the day
they meet our 'tour butler'. A tour butler is a local and
professional expert, trained to take the clients wherever they wish
and organise activities as well as making arrangements based
on what they desire to do in the next couple of days. Ideal as it
sounds, our tour butlers know the destinations so well, they can
adjust the program for the travellers to have the ultimate travel
experience. Combining completely tailor-made arrangements as
well as an element of surprise, we offer this service as a way to
bring together the explorer and the locals and to ensure they
take a truly authentic travel memory away with them. 
This service is highly recommended to families that want to do
something different and explore several layers of the
destination, as well as individuals that simply like to experience a
destination in its full capacity. By the end of the journey, the tour
butler will be your best friend. 
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EVENTS

 WEDDIMOONS

Bookmark your special day at the beautiful setting of
Greece and our bespoke expertise. Are you looking for a
unique location to propose, celebrate an anniversary, get
married or just create a special moment? We can make
suggestions according to your specific requirements and
follow through to ensure the delivery is nothing but
magical and memorable. We have access to Greece's
most popular as well as beautifully isolated venues and
locations as well as wedding planners, and we will go
above and beyond to ensure your special day is
celebrated as it deserves.  With a year's or a day's notice,
it will be our pleasure to be part of your special moment.

Let us plan a party where the only thing you need to worry
about, is what you’re going to wear … Greece is known for its
active nightlife and wild spirit. If anything, people here know
how to throw a good party. Embrace the local soul and leave
your tick-list at home allowing our professional party and
event planners to create unique moments for you and your
guests at handpicked venues with breath-taking views. From
birthday parties, hen and stag dos, theme parties, children's
parties, baptisms, bar and bat mitzvahs to cocktail
receptions and corporate parties, we offer a complete party
planning service. 
From the most exclusive venues in Greece to pop-up venues
in the middle of nowhere, let us know what your dream party
is, and we will make it happen.



RETREATS  

 ECO HOLIDAYS  

From sustainable, all-inclusive luxury resorts to glamping
under the stars, eco holidays are the new trend in the
travel industry. Experience nature like never before and
reinvent life by observing and exploring how everything is
being made from scratch. You set the level of luxury and
we create a tailor-made proposal to ensure you are
comfortable and at the same time, you have the best
holiday in the most natural and sustainable way. It is
sometimes healing to step back from the madness of the
city and reflect on prime and core principles. Try
something different this year and become one with
nature. The idea of rituals and retreats is dating back to ancient Greek

times where citizens would gather together to worship,
celebrate and mourn, experiencing simultaneously a curated
journey leading them to 'catharsis', the purification of emotions,
which is one of the main reasons we travel. Allow us to
recommend retreats, activities and experiences that will assist
you in this journey. Practicing discipline as well as exercising the
body, mind and soul in the beautiful setting of Greece,
this experience is guaranteed to be memorable and enjoyable.
For some a happy place that they will always remember and
reference to on a blue day, for others the beginning of spiritual
journey for life. Yoga, meditation, art, writing, hiking, couples
therapy, life coaching, fitness, anti-stress, religious trips,
whatever it is you're looking to explore, create a holistic and
niche holiday for you this year. 
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CELEBRITY TRAVEL 

Are you a celebrity or just looking for complete privacy?
Let us introduce you to our 'Do Not Disturb' services and be
'invisible' for the duration of your holiday. Do you feel you
want to hide away from the world and escape this time?
We value privacy and discretion as much as you do, so
allow us to suggest an exclusive itinerary where you can
embrace your travel's full experience with complete
privacy. We have worked with a variety of celebrities,
politicians and high net worth individuals and we know
how to provide unlimited and non-clinical top- quality
exclusivity.

Challenge us to offer you something you’ve never done
before! Let us suggest something different that you might
have had no idea it existed! Why not try something
completely off limits that can become a great story to tell
everyone when you get back home? Let us surprise you with
experiences that are one of a kind and made just for you.
For the experienced travellers that have 'seen it all' or the
adventurous ones that just like to push the limits, we have an
initial call with you to understand your experiences so far and
expectations, promising to get back to you with an offer you
can't resist...  We like a challenge, do you? 

 ONCE IN A LIFETIME 
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DPH World
Kemp House | 152 City Road | London | EC1V 2NXT
+44 (0) 203 6933810 E: yiasou@dph-world.com

www.dph-world.com

From where it all began 
TO THE WORLD"S END 

 


